chart by the Edam "cuerfschrijver" (map-writer) Cornelis Doedszoon .(1589),3 the contents of which reveal further advances by Dutch trading vessels in the .north and show the coasts as far as the Kaninpeninsula (Fig. 1) . Three years later,. Waghenaer published a new map of Europe4 on which the northern coast stretched as far as the island of Vaygach and the southwest. coast of Novaya Zemlya. In the same year, Waghenaer's (1592) second major work, the Thresoor der Zeevuert, was published. It differs from his.Spieghe1 not only in its oblong format, but also in that its detailed charts extend further north, as far as the Shetlands and the Faroes, in line with the expansion of the Dutch .fishing and trading areas. The Thresmr contains a number of coastal viewsfrom the voyage around the North Cape as far as ''Wardhuys". Although there is no map ofthis region, there is.a map of the coasts of Karelia and Russia to the east of the White Sea as far as the Pechora, accompanied by a text with instructions for navigation as far as Vaygach and Novaya Zemlya (Waghenaer, 1592: 
fo101-105).
A coastal view .of the latter is also given.s The fact that Waghenaer had access to original sources is shown by the inclusion in the Thresoor of the only known account of Olivier Brunel's voyage to-Novaya Zemlya in 1584 (Waghenaer, '1592:P104) . 6 Another important document is Willem Biuentsz's map of northern Scandinavia, which extends as far as the entrance to .the White Sea, and shows.al1 the reefs and shallows (Fig. 2) . It presents the islands "Wardhuys" and "Kylduyn" on two larger-scale inset maps.7 4% G . SCHILDER to the south of Vaygach. Wihem Barentsz, with the ships fitted out by Amsterdam, endeavoured (under the influence of Plancius) to advance northward along the west coast of Novaya Zemlya. Willem Barentsz had reached only approximately 78"N when he was forced to turn back by ice (van Linschoten,
The other squadron was more successful and penetrated further into the Kara Sea. They returned convinced that they had discovered the route to China, and with the intention of continuing by this route the following year (van Linschoten,
1601).'0
After the return to Amsterdam of this first Dutch voyage, on 16 September 1594, the geographical news spread among cartographers and publishers. The oldest references in print about this voyage of discovery are given in legends 3-6 on the large wall map of Europe (Fig. 3) published in 1595 by Jodocus Hondius. I Initially, van Linschoten's ideas prevailed. An expedition of seven ships set out from Holland late in 1595. The fleet forced its way, with great difficulty, through the ice masses of the present Jugor Strait into the Kara Sea, where they were soon forced to turn back (van Linschoten, 1601) . 12 After the discouraging results of the first two voyages, the States of Holland and Zeeland decided against a further attempt to seek a northeast passage. Plancius, however, persuaded Amsterdam once again to fit out an expedition of two ships. It was commanded by Jan Corneliszoon Rijp and Jacob van Heemskerck, with Willem Barentsz as pilot on board the second ship (Keuning, 1946) . For this third Dutch polar voyage in 1596, an entirely new route was chosen, which resulted in the discoveries of Bear Island and northwest and west Spitsbergen. Bear Island is shown for the first time on a small map of Europe by Joducus Hondius, where it appears with the name "T vierkant eyland al: t'veere eyland" accompanied by a legend. l 3
From Bear Island, the two ships continued their course northward to about 80"40'N, where they were forced by ice to return. Sailing along the, ice edge, the expedition saw land to the south at 80"lO'N on 17 June 1596. This was the northern comer of Spitsbergen (which they named "het nieuwe land"). Thus the ships had already been north of Spitsbkrgen; coming from Bear Island, they had sailed along the whole west coast of Spitsbergen without seeing it. They closely followed the coast On their return to Bear Island, the two ships separated. Whereas Rijp wished to advance northward once again, Willem Barentsz sailed to Novaya Zemlya to continue the old route along the west coast taken in 1594. He sailed around the northern tip of Novaya Zemlya, and shortly afterwards his ship became trapped in the ice, forcing the crew to camp there for the winter. The next year they commenced the return journey in two open boats, during the course of which Willem Barentsz died.ls Incredibly, the boats reached the Kola River, from where the crew was able to return to Holland with a Dutch trading vessel. Cornelis Claeszoon published the cartographic results of this voyage (Fig. 4) and the adventures experienced by Gerrit de Veer (Fig. 5 ) in 1598.'6
The dramatic wintering of Heemskerck and Willem Barentsz on Novaya Zemlya is commemorated extensively on a rare map of the world in four sheets, originally published by Cornelis Claeszoon, but today known only from a later edition published by Claes Janszoon Visscher. Two long legends and illustrations in the centre of the upper decorative border recall this Dutch polar expedition. Similar representations, accompanied by text, are given on the large wall map of Europe in four sheets by Jodocus Hondius (1598) and a large wall map of Asia in eight sheets published by Cornelis Claeszoon about 1600 (Fig. 6) . both only known in unique copies.I8
The cartographic results of the third polar expedition can be found on most maps from the end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries. In addition to the famous winter stay on Novaya Zemlya, the west coast of Spitsbergen discovered by Willem Barentsz and Rijp is shown with the same form and nomenclature as on Willem Barentsz's polar map. An example is the 1605 large wall map of the world by Willem Janszoon Blaeu (Stevenson, 1914 shown around the borders, the "Northern Navigation" is represented by "Kilduyn" and "Wardhuys".
The navigational chart for the Baltic regions and the voyage to the White Sea published by Cornelis Claeszoon in 1589 (see Fig. 1 ) was greatly valued in shipping circles, as can be seen from the publication of a later edition of this map in 1610 by Visscher, who had acquired the copper plates after the death o Cornelis Claeszoon in
In 161 3, a remarkable new map of northern Europe appeared, the author of which was Adriaan Veen. This map was engraved and published by Jodocus Hondius Jr. and was dedicated to King Gustaf II Adolf of Sweden.24 Whereas the topography of the interior is still derived from Olaus Magnus's map, the knowledge of the coastline is based entirely on Dutch sources. Adriaan Veen did not make use of the map of Lapl by Anders Bure (Andreas Buraeus), which had appeared two years previously.
The publication of the large wall map of Scandinavia by Buraeus in 1626 marked a definite breakthrough in Swedish cartography and a significant advance in the representation of that region (Richter, 1936 (Fig. 8) , which has .only recently been mentioned in the literature.2s.The purpose of this chart is clearly indicated in the title: ''Rechte ,Paseaute om re beseylen S. Niches, en Archangel, ende alle de costen, tot de Strate van Nassau, genaemt Waygats" (True portolan chart of the navigation of S. Niclaes, and. Archangel and all. the coasts.
as far as the Nassau Strait, named Vaygach)., The Russian coast, shown surprisingly accurately, must have been put together with the aid. of the €atest Dutch cartography and with materials supplied by the Russians. The value of the chart. for Dutch navigators. was increased still further by the first detailed map of the Dvina estuary with soundings, drawn by Thomas Jacobsen: "De Reviere van Archangel met hare diepten opgeteeckent". There are sketches of a number of Archangelsk's characteristic buildings, including the Dutch factory, which is drawn as "Winckels Castell''.
Through the cartography of Russia in the seventeenth century, the Dutch played an important part in the dissemination of geographical knowledge about that country. Three names above all deserve mention for the important contribution they made to the cartography of the northern and arctic regions of Russia: Isaac Massa, Hessel Gerritsz, and Nicolaes Witsen. Space limitations allow only a brief outline of their achievements and of their influence on contemporary maps. In his youth, Isaac Massa (15.86-1643) spent eight years in Moscow, during which he collected a wealth of ethnographic and geographic information,. including topographical sketches and charts (Keuning, ,1953) . On his return to Holland i.n 1609, he made some of his material available to Hessel Gerritsz, who included it in two chapters of his Beschrijvinghe van der Samoyeden L a n d r (Amsterdam, 1612) (Fig.. 9) One of the first to copy the map was Hessel Gerritsz, who used Massa's. representation for his map of .,Russia (Fig. 10) published in 1613. (Keuning, 1949 A key positionin the-geography of Russia in ,the seventeenth century is occupid by Nicolaes Witsen (1641-1717) ( Fig. 11 ; Keuning, 1954) .. His principal achievements include publication of his unparalleled wall 'map,, Nieuwe.tanthrte van her noorder en ooster deel .van Asia en Europa (1687)," and:his .great geographical standard work, Noord en Oost Tartary (1692 and later expanded editions). His interest .in Russia was first aroused when he took part in .a diplornatic. missian to Moscow in 1664-1665, on.which occasion he collected a great deal of material about the country and its people and made the contacts necessary to acquire,still more information about this vast empire (Locher and de Buck, 1966-67) . Throughout the. rest of his academic life, Witsen remained spellbound by Russia. His publications were an important contribution to widening the knowledge of that country, not only among his fellow countrymen, but also in oth1:r European countries.
His representation of Siberia adopted entirely untrodden paths, no doubt based on Russian maps. He also incorporated other published and.unpublished information. The flow of new material continued even after.public:ation of the'map in 1687, with the. result that. Witsen felt compélled to revise his map. It had a great influence on his. contemporaries, and around the turn of the century, his work was the subject of numerous revisions and was widely adopted in both its versions.
ENGLISH VOYAGES TO DAVIS STRRIT IN DUTCH MAPPING'
After the disappointing results of the 1580 voyage of Pet and Jackman in search of a northeast passage, the English turned their sights to the northwest, to '',the back side of the new found land", in the hope of finding there a short route to China. The results of these English voyages of discovery were soon presented cartographically on Dutch maps .and globes which, in turn, helped to make these new discoveries generally known.
During the period 1576-1578, Martin Frobisher made three G. SCHILDER unsuccessful attempts to discover a northwest connection between the Atlantic and the Pacific. One of the navigational a.ids that Frobisher took with him on his voyages was Mercator's large map of the,world of 1569,32 with the help of which he interpreted his landfalls. As a consequence, his landfall owthe present Baffin Island was erroneously thought to be in southern Greenland. The insertion of a strait and other English names was a mistake that persisted for some time. An example is the famous chart of "Nova Francia" published by Cornelis Claeszoon in about 159233 (Fig. 12) .
John Davis continued the search for a northwest passage with three voyages in the.period 1585-1587. On his first two voyages, Davis travelled along the coast of Baffin .Island without realizing that these lands had already been visited by Frobisher. Davis, a more scientifically trained navigator than Frobisher, followed on his third voyage the strait later named after him. He named the most northerly point he reached (72"12'N) after his patron, Hope Sanderson. Davis's discoveries were soon recorded cartographically on. the first English globe, the Molyneux Globe engraved by Jodocus Hondius Sr. in 1592 (Wallis, 1951 (Wallis, , 1955 . A further important source for the dissemination of these English voyages was the map of the world in Edward Wright's Certaine Errors of Nuvigurion (Wright, 1599; Wallis, 1973) .
These English efforts at finding a northwest passage are reflected on most Dutch maps of the world and America at the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century. Typical representatives are the wall map of America published by Cornelis Claeszoon (1600)34 (Destombes, 1978) and the large maps of the world by Blaeu (1 607)35 and by Van den Keere (161 1)?
Another important contribution to the charting of the northwest was made by Henry Hudson on his fourth voyage (1610-1 l), when he sailed through the strait named after him into the bay which was also given his name. Hudson spent the winter in James Bay, where he met his death as the victim of a mutiny. An important Dutch cartographic document is preserved which Hessel Gerritsz included in his Beschrijvinghe van der Sumoyeden Landr in 1612.37 Hessel Gerritsz succeeded in obtaining one of the maps made on this voyage. A drawing of Hudson Strait, the entrance to Hudson Bay, and James Bay is added to the geographical representation of the discoveries made ,by Hudson's predecessors. This map illustrates Hudson's conviction that he had found the long-sought passage when he discovered the "Mare Magnus".
In 1612, an expedition under the command of Thomas Button was fitted out to look .for Hudson. Contact was made w.ith the west coast of Hudson Bay ("Buttons Bay" on the map), where the expedition overwintered. The next year, Button explored the coast of the region known today as Southampton Island. On this polar map38 (Fig. 13) those of his predecessors in the northwest are shown on an anonymous Dutch manuscript map39 which I found in BibliothCque Nationale in Paris (Fig. 14) .
DUTCH ENTERPRISES IN THE NORTHWEST
In the meantime the Dutch had followed the English to the northwest. In 1613 a group of Amsterdam merchants sent the ship De Vos, commanded by Pieter Franszoon, to the northwest, with instructions to trade with the inhabitants of the Hudson Strait region, and if possible, to find there a passage to the Indies. On the wall map of the world published by Willem Janszoon Blaeu in 1619 (Fig. 15) , only one known copy of which has survived, there is a picture of a ship at the western exit to the Hudson Strait, with a note that the Amsterdam expedition had reached as far as that point in 1613. 40 The initiative then passed to the Noordsche Compagnie, founded in 1614, which in 1615 sent a sailing vessel commanded by Joris Carolus "to search for and discover certain new lands lying in the north-west" (Muller, 1874:171) . Carolus sailed northward through Davis Strait, possibly as far as 80"N, before he was forced to turn back because of pack ice. He thus had sailed further to the northwest than Baffin. a year before Baffin's expedition. In his pilot guide of 1634 he wrote: "the sea extends as far north as 79 degrees, but beyond that there is continuous mainland with inlets and river.. .". On its return voyage, the expedition sighted land between 53" and 57"N "as can be seen from the accompanying chart". This land they thought they had discovered can only have been the coast of Labrador, which had already been known for a long time, but which they probably took to be a new coastline. The map presented to the States General on 26 November 16 15 showed the results of the voyage and the presumed discovery of new land, but it has, unfortunately, been lost. However, a surviving map drawn by Joris Carolus in 1626 (Fig. 16) has Dutch names, and may originate from the voyage of 16tX41 At 61"N on the west coast of Greenland, for example, is the name "Mr Ioris hoeck", by which Joris Carolus perhaps wanted to commemorate his participation in that voyage. Other Dutch names which might be connected with the voyage of 16 15 are found on the west coast of Greenland and on the coast of Labrador.
Many voyages to the northwest were undertaken during the subsequent period, some being voyages of discovery, others regular trading voyages. These voyages cannot be enumerated in greater detail within the confines of this summary (but see de Jong, 1978: 163-184; Decker, 1979:15-55 ). An excellent survey is provided by the manuscript map by Hesse1 Gerritsz (Fig. 17) Similar assumptions about the northwest are found in Blaeu's large wall map of 164844 and his polar map published in the Atlas mayor (1622),45 which dominated the cartography of the second half of the seventeenth century. The beautiful manuscript map by Joannes Vingboons in the Biblioteca Vaticana46 (Fig. 18) and his polar map in a now unknown private Swedish collection (Bagrow, 1948) are both based on the polar map in the Atlas mayor.
THE MAPPING OF SPITSBERGEN
The English followed the trail of the Dutch to the west coast of Spitsbergen. In the journal of his polar voyage of 1607, Henry Hudson repeatedly mentions the Dutch names which had been established by Willem Barentsz's expedition of 1596.
On the large wall map of the world in two hemispheres published by Jodocus Hondius (161 1-12) , Spitsbergen is modelled on Barentsz's prototype, although the names "Colnis" and "Laszmmas I.", which originate from Hudson's voyage, have been added (Stevenson and Fischer, 1907) .
The English contacts with the west coast of Spitsbergen which took place during the following five years were recorded on a manuscript map, now lost, produced by London mapmaker John Daniel in 1612. The only reference to this lost map was made by Hessel Gerritsz, who defended the historical rights of the Dutch against English claims in his treatise Histoire du pays nomme Spitsberghe (1 6 13).47 This small work contains a map of Spitsbergen which, according to Hessel Gerritsz, was based largely on Daniel's map of 1612.48 The map itself shows the same coastline as Willem Barentsz's, but it is more detailed and has a greater abundance of names (Naber, 1924: pl.IV). The English, who with Dutch assistance had discovered Spitsbergen's west coast, explored it carefully and furnished it with many names. The great importance of cartographic sources for the history of discovery is proved by the manuscript map by Joris Carolus (Fig. 19) , who in 1614 undertook a voyage of discovery to the north in the service of Noordsche Compagnie, which had been established in that year, in order to find the much-sought-afterpassage. The expedition consisted of two ships, the GuMen Cufh from Amsterdam with Jan Jacobszoon May as master, and the Orungienboom from Enkhuizen, whose master was Jacob de Gouwenaer. Joris Carolus was on board the latter vessel as pilot. The two ships sailed to Spitsbergen with other whalers in 1614 and at the beginning of July set sail from Fairhaven to search for a passage between Spitsbergen and the east coast of Greenland. Since the expedition logbook has been lost, the manuscript map drawn by Carolus in 1614, now preserved in Paris, is the main source for the reconstruction of this Dutch voyage of disc o v e r~.~~ The representation of Spitsbergen on this map is quite remarkable. The west coast is drawn more clearly and in greater detail than on Hessel Gerritsz's map, which had been published a year earlier. "Hollantsche Bay" appears here for the first time, two years before its mention in instructions prepared by the States General in 161 6. Two unnamed small islands have the shapes of Amsterdam and Deensche islands.
The north coast extends as far as 83"N on the map, and for the first time on a cartographic document, the name "Grote Bay" appears. This refers to what was later called Hinlopen Strait (which separates the west island from the northeast island). With the aid of Fotherby's journal, which describes the state of the pack ice in the relevant period, it can be established that Carolus cannot have reached such a northerly latitude in that year. It is possible, however, that Carolus had advanced to that point years earlier and had now entered his discovery on his map for the sake of completeness. A report by the Noordsche Compagnie dated 1624 contains the following statement: "In 161 1 some ships were equipped and sent out to the said coast (of Spitsbergen), which after much sailing and manifold dangers of ice, storm, etcetera, have arrived at the said coasts and not only explored further but have, both in the said year and in subsequent years, explored and sailed along the land a good way along the North side farther than ever before" (Muller, 1874: 167) .
To the east of the main island of Spitsbergen are drawn two land masses, separated from each other by arms of the sea. Whereas the western land is described as "Onbekende Cust" (Unknown Coast), the east land mass is named "Marfyn". I believe that Joris Carolus copied both coastlines from earlier maps. "Marfyn" (also called Matsin, among other names) must have been the same as Edge Island, while the "Unknown Coast" is found on earlier maps between "Matsyn" and West Spitsbergen.50 Contrary to previous beliefs, Joris Carolus was nof the discoverer of Edge Island (Conway, 1901; Schilder, 1978: 16) .
During the further course of his voyage, Carolus sighted Jan Mayen Island, which he believed he had discovered. This is the reason that it appears with the name "Mr Ioris Eyland" on Carolus's chart, being named after Joris Carolus.
The chart by Mouris WillemszSL presented a new idea about the discovery of Edge Island. This chart, which is mentioned in the sale catalogue of the Amsterdam publisher Cornelis Claesz,"* proves that Edge Island ("Groen Landt" on the chart) 'was discovered by an unknown Dutch whaling ship in 1608 or before.s3 Wieder (1919:27-33, p1 .6) mentioned a completely unknown representation found on the terrestrial globe of Plancius, engraved by Pieter van den Keere in 1612 and published by. him in 1614. With this globe, Wieder demonstrated. a previously unrecognized discovery by the Dutch between Willem Barentsz's voyage m 1596 and the year 1612. But in fact, Plancius copied only some names from Mouris Willemsz's chart (see Fig. 8 ).of 1608 or earlier, which was unknown to Wieder.54 As Noordsche Compagnie's ships made regular contacts with Spitsbergen, the knowledge of these coastlines improved, and this is reflected on the maps by more detailed drawing and a fuller nomenclature. The commercial publishers in Amsterdam were aware of the growing demand for good maps and charts of the arctic regions, and obsolete maps were altered to meet the latest requirements. A good example of this trend is the chart of Europe by Cornelis Doedszoon, which was published by Willem Janszoon Blaeu in 1606 (Schilder, 1976) . On a later edition. of this sea chart, published around 1620, the west coast of Novaya Zemlya and the 1606 copyright next to it were omitted and replaced by a small inset map of Spitsbergen with the latest Dutch nomenclature. A further addition was the drawing.of "Ian Mayen eilandt".
On a similar map of Europe by Cornelis Doedsmn, which was printed by the Amsterdam publisher Dirck Pieterszoon, there is a small, inset map of Spitsbergen engravedby the great geographer and authority on the. Arctic, Hesse1 Gerritsz (Schilder, 1976: notes 19,20) . In addition to the west coast, this map shows the mouth of "Wijbe Jansz. water", and further to the.east "Swarthoeck" and "Hoop eylandt". The same cartographic image of the Spitsbergen region was presented by
Willem Janszoon Blaeu in his
Zee-Spieghef, published in 1623, and this conception remained unchanged, apart from minor additions, until 1650.55 We find it on maps by Anthony Jacobszwn, Pieter Goos, and Jacob Aertszoon Colom, although a better image of Spitsbergen doubtless exists on 508 G . SCHILDER original manuscript charts and sketchesby ,Dutch sea captains. The Dutch nomenclature given to the bays and other geographical features reflects the names of Dutch navigators and discoverers, such as ''Wijbe Jansz. water" (named after Wijbe Janszoon), "Maniers bay", ".Willem van Muyenen's haven", "Michiel Rinders river" and "Sardammer River" (called after the town of Zaandam, the home of many early whalers). A characteristic feature of the Dutch cartography of Spitsbergen .of that period is that hypothetical coastlines were deliberately omitted;. coasts were shown-only when their existence was a matter of certainty. The title of a Middlehovea manu-, script dated 1634 (Fig. 20) ,begins as follows: "True delineation of the land of Spitsbergen, with all its bays, and.harbours, which nowadays are visited andknown by our Dutch nwigators anno 1634".'6 In confirmation of this claim, a sworn attestation signed by various experienced .helmsmen .is appended at the bottom of the map.
An important new chapter in the seventeenth-century cartography of Spitsbergen was opened in.1663,by theenterpris-. ing Hendrick, D~ncker.~' Until that date, official cartography had limped along behind the actual contemporary knowledge of Spitsbergen.. Doncker's map marks the start of a clearer delineation of Spitsbergen. This image was copied by Pieter Goos in his
De Zee-Mus (1666), which was printed in numerous editions.
Another important contribution to the development of the cartography of Spitsbergen was provided by the 1707 circumnavigation of the group ,of islands by the whalers Giles and Rep. The information acquired by these navigators, who were the-greatest contemporary authorities on Spitsbergen, was presented cartographically .in the work of the period's .foremost publisher of sea charts, Gerard van Keulen.
Van Keulen br.ought out an entirely new map of Spitsbergen, on a larger scale than ever before.. This .map, the :title of which mentions that it is based .on information.from Giles and. Rep, represents .the pinnacle .of the. pre-scientific charting of Spit~b.ergen.~~ Although a large number of printed general maps of Spitsbergen were-published during the,seventeenth century, only a single specimen of .the manuscript .detail maps, which were doubtless originally available in large numbers, has .survived. 
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the same year with the name "Mr 1oris"Eyland". The names !'Jan Meys hoeck" and "Gouwenaers Bay", after the.captains of the two vessels, -and "P. Monier", named after Pieter Monier, the commander. of the whaling fleet in that year, which are also found on this map, are based on the same sighting.
Jan According to Zorgdrager, who wrote an historical summary of Dutch whaling, Jan Mayen Island was .discovered by Jan Corneliszoon May on his voyage of discovery in 161 1. The .claim, however, is erroneous, since Jan Corneliszoon May wasconfused with JanJacobszoon May, one of the captains on the ,1614 expedition. The name "Jan Meys hoeck" assigned by Carolus was later used for the entire island, in the form of Jan Mayen. Thisdiscovery'was also confirmed by Joan Blaeu, who published a special map of Jan Mayen in his Atlas mayor, together with a text in which the discovery of this island was attributed to the expedition of 1614: "7 .Eylant is in 't jaer 1614 door de .Hollanders, onder welcke was schipper Jan Jacobsz. May, wien naem het .in 't gemeen .heeft, ontdeckt" ("The island .was discovered in 1614 by the Dutch among .whom was captain Jan Jacobszoon. May, whose name it ,generally bears").64 Since Jan Mayen subsequently became an important base for Dutch. whaling, a map of this region. is included in .all-the seventeeth-century .pilot books. Examples include Willem Janszoon Blaeu's map in his ne-Spieghel ( 1623y5 and Hendrick Donckes's map .of 1664. 66
ICELAND
As a paper on the cartography of Iceland is included elsewhere in this volume, only .a summary will be given here. Dutch Cartography in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries made an important contribution to the general knowledge of this island and the waters surrounding it . (Sigurdsson, 1978) .
.The most important sixteenth-century maps of IceIand were those by Abraham OFtelius (which first appeared in his Additamentum IV Theatri orbis terrarum of 1590) and by Gerard Mercator@ his Atlas of 1.595), which continued to exercise a major influence on the cartographic image of Iceland, and to be used as models, we11 into the seventeenth century. The coasdines shown on both maps are fairly close to reality. An extensive study of the sources and a comparison of maps have shown that the two Dutch cartographers, independently of each other, used a manuscript map by the Icelandic bishop Gudbrandur. Ortdius'smap gives some250 names, aimost all DUTCH NORTHERN AND ARCTIC CARTC"APHY of which are easily recognizable and also clearly indicate that the original map was of Icelandic origin. Mercator's map has 40 more names than Ortelius's and the land appears somewhat more compact, but the general impression on both maps is the same. After about 1630, the maps by Ortelius and Mercator were supplanted by the map of Iceland by Joris Carolus, who paid several visits to the island, the first in 1617. His map, however, is only a combination of the first The "author", as he describes himself on the map, followed Ortelius's map in the representation of the coastlines, but adopted Mercator's names, including all his errors. From its publication until the end of the seventeenth century, Carolus's map played a dominant part and is included unaltered in all the Dutch atlases of the period.
In 1626 Joris Carolus produced a manuscript map of the northwest Atlantic (see Fig. 16 ), with the title "Nieuwe pascaert van Ijsland, Fretum Davids ende de landen daer by westen" (New portolan chart of Iceland, Davis Strait and the lands to the west thereof).68 The shape of Iceland is fundamentally the same as on Bishop Gudbrand's map. A similar representation of the island is found in Carolus's pilot guide Her nieuw vermeerde Lichr (Amsterdam, 1634) .69 To the southeast of Iceland, Carolus added an island named "Enkhuyzer eijlant", which he claimed to have discovered in 1617 and named after his birthplace. This island does not exist, though it sometimes appears on maps drawn well into the eighteenth century.
It is impossible here to discuss the representation of Iceland on the numerous portolan charts contained in various Dutch pilot guides such as those published by Goos, Doncker, Colom, and Lootsman. Though they are all derived from the prototype of Bishop Gudbrand's map, the drawing is confined to the coasts; the interior is blank; nomenclature is to be found only along the coastlines; and on later charts there are many indications of soundings. Schilder (1981b:3540 Schilder (1981a) . See also Schilder (1979) . (Amsterdam, 1636 Wieder (1919:pl. 19 mm.
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